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ABSTRACT

Fast mode decision (FMD) algorithm aims to reduce the

computational complexity of video encoders, especially for

H.264/AVC, and meanwhile keep the coding efficiency. It

is necessary for coding high resolution sequences, such as

standard definition (SD) or high definition (HD) sequences.

In this paper, an efficient algorithm is proposed to speed up

inter-mode decision for H.264/AVC. Firstly, for a macroblock

(MB) being coded, with modes of neighboring blocks, a prob-

ability model is utilized to build up an optimal encoding mode

list; after that, rate-distortion (RD) cost-based early termina-

tion is employed to skip unnecessary inter-modes. Simula-

tion results demonstrate that, the proposed algorithm could

achieve significant encoding time saving for QCIF/CIF and

SD/HD sequences, meanwhile with almost the same RD per-

formance as the original encoder.

Index Terms— H.264/AVC, mode decision, neighboring

prediction, probability model.

1. INTRODUCTION

As high resolution videos such as SD and HD sequences are

increasingly important in digital broadcasting and other mul-

timedia applications, the state-of-the-art video coding stan-

dard H.264/AVC [1] is widely used to achieve a higher com-

pression ratio. However, the computational complexity is in-

creased dramatically, e.g., only less than 0.5 frame per second

of SD sequences could be encoded, with the recent reference

software JM15.0 [2] on a PC of 3.16 GHz CPU and 3.25 GB

Memory. Therefore, to promote real-world applications, there

is a necessity to optimize the encoding process.

In H.264/AVC, RD optimization (RDO)-based mode de-

cision is performed for each MB, which takes most of the en-

coding computations. To address this roadblock, many FMD

algorithms have been developed to skip unnecessary encod-

ing modes and thus reduce encoding complexities. In [3],

different mode partitions are categorized as three hierarchical
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layers, and different search processes are designed for each

layer, with early termination conditions employed. In [4], the

motion vector (MV) of INTER4×4 is used to determine MB’s

homogeneity, which is utilized to skip some redundant inter-

modes. However, some modes always need to be checked in

the above algorithms, which limits the encoding time saving.

Considering the spatial and temporal homogeneity in video

sequences, especially for SD and HD sequences, the neigh-

boring prediction technique is introduced. In [5], the authors

developed an encoding scheme, which could determine the

optimal encoding mode by weighted prediction from neigh-

boring modes. In [6], Ri et al. combined spatial-temporal

mode prediction (STMP) and RD cost prediction together, in

which the spatially predicted mode is derived from the spa-

tial neighboring MBs, and the temporally predicted mode and

RD cost are predicted from the collocated MB of the previous

frame. Then, the spatially and temporally predicted modes

would be checked firstly, and if the minimum RD cost of the

two is less than the predicted RD cost multiplied by a constant

value, then the other inter-modes could be skipped. However,

the correlation between modes of adjacent blocks has not yet

been fully investigated and thus the time saving and video

performance could be further improved.

In this paper, we propose a new mode prediction algo-

rithm which makes use of the inter-mode information of

neighboring blocks to predict an optimal encoding mode list,

with a probability-based prediction model. Simulation results

show that, with the proposed algorithm, the encoding time

for QCIF/CIF/SD/HD sequences is decreased significantly

and consistently while keeping the video performance more

or less intact. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, the mode prediction technique is discussed in

detail. Experimental results are given in Sections 3. Finally,

Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. PROPOSED MODE DECISION SCHEME

2.1. Reference Neighboring MB Selection

In video coding, especially for nature video sequences, there

are usually strong correlations among neighboring blocks.

This is also the main reason that motion estimation (ME) is
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performed to reduce temporal redundancies of video frames.

Therefore, we firstly explore the relationship between MB be-

ing coded and its neighboring blocks. Let MB(n, x, y) be a

MB located in the nth frame with its upper-left pixel at (x, y),
and MB(k, i, j) be a neighboring block of MB(n, x, y),
where k = n + Δn, i = x + Δx and j = y + Δy. In Table

1, there are fourteen neighboring MBs listed. Note that in

this table a reference MB is introduced as MB(n − 1′, x, y),
which represents the previous collocated MB with the same

slice type as the current coding MB.

Table 1. Probabilities when a MB being coded has the same

inter-mode as its neighboring MBs.

MB(k, i, j) Average Probabilities(%)
Δn Δx Δy Qp=28 Qp=32 Qp=36 Qp=40

0 -16 -16 36.8 44.0 56.2 65.1

0 -16 0 45.4 53.0 63.5 72.5

0 0 -16 38.8 46.7 58.6 67.8

0 16 -16 36.2 44.4 56.2 65.8

-1’ 0 0 47.2 55.5 67.9 75.8

-1 0 0 31.6 31.7 33.4 35.1

-1 -16 -16 24.4 25.1 27.1 29.3

-1 -16 0 27.9 27.8 30.0 32.7

-1 -16 16 25.1 25.0 27.2 29.6

-1 0 -16 25.6 26.2 28.1 30.6

-1 0 16 25.9 26.1 28.1 30.5

-1 16 -16 24.5 25.7 27.2 30.1

-1 16 0 24.4 27.5 29.8 32.6

-1 16 16 24.6 24.9 27.4 29.7

To study the relationship between modes of a MB be-

ing coded and its neighboring MBs, the probability that

MB(n, x, y) and MB(k, i, j) have the same best mode is

given in Table 1. The tested video sequence is “Table Tennis”

(CIF, IBBP structure, 88 frames encoded) with four quanti-

zation parameters (Qps); similar conclusions are drawn from

other benchmark video sequences. In Table 1, the sum of

probabilities in each column is larger than 1, because some

neighboring MBs have the same best mode. From the table

we could notice that the mode of MB(n − 1′, x, y) has an

obviously larger probability to be the best than the mode of

MB(n − 1, x, y); in other words, similar slice types tend

to have the same encoding mode. In addition, it is obvious

that the first five MBs would always have the highest proba-

bilities to have the same inter-mode as that of MB(n, x, y).
Therefore, we define the reference MB sets S as

S = {MB(n, x − 16, y − 16),MB(n, x − 16, y),
MB(n, x, y − 16),MB(n, x + 16, y − 16),
MB(n − 1′, x, y)},

(1)

and accordingly, the neighboring mode set R is defined as

R = {MMB |MB ∈ S}, (2)

where MMB denotes the encoding mode of MB.

2.2. Neighboring Mode Prediction Model

The neighboring mode set R can be decided before mode

decision for a MB, because its neighboring set S has been

checked. During mode decision, for a specific inter-mode M ,

the probability to be the best inter-mode im is

P (im = M) =
{

P (im = M |M ∈ R), ifM ∈ R
P (im = M |M /∈ R), ifM /∈ R.

(3)

For classification, the statistical results about the two proba-

bilities are shown in Table 2, where PA,M∈R and PA,M /∈R de-

note the average value of P (im = M |M ∈ R) and P (im =
M |M /∈ R) for all inter-modes and all MBs in the encod-

ing video sequence, respectively. For experiments, fixed Qp

(28 for I/P slices and 30 for B slices) are applied for various

video sequences (IBBP structure, 88 frames encoded). It is

shown in the table that PA,M∈R � PA,M /∈R, especially for

slow-motion or simple texture video sequences. Therefore,

for mode decision, we could check modes in R first and then

check the other inter-modes one by one if necessary.

Table 2. Average probabilities to be the best mode.

Video Sequences Average probabilities (%)
PA,M∈R PA,M /∈R

Coastguard, QCIF 37.23 5.10

Foreman, QCIF 32.67 6.86

Mobile, QCIF 33.35 7.17

News, QCIF 51.46 2.47

Salesman, QCIF 55.60 1.92

Football, CIF 36.14 5.70

Funfair, CIF 37.18 5.37

Paris, CIF 45.35 3.22

Stefan, CIF 36.20 5.72

Table Tennis, CIF 32.62 6.86

Since all modes in R are known, for a mode M ∈ R,

P (im = M |M ∈ R)
= P (im = M, im ∈ R)
= P (im ∈ R)P (im = M |im ∈ R),

(4)

and with Eq. (2), we could get

P (im = M |im ∈ R)

≈
∑

MB∈S

P (im=M,im=MMB)

∑
m∈R

∑
MB∈S

P (im=m,im=MMB)

≈
∑

MB∈S,MMB=M

P (im=MMB)

∑
m∈R

∑
MB∈S,MMB=m

P (im=MMB) .

(5)

In the above equation, approximations are used because there

may be different number of MBs in S with the same mode

M ; and the denominator is used for normalization. Exper-

imental results for the algorithm demonstrate that this is an

acceptable approximation. Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4),
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the probability is approximated as

P (im = M |M ∈ R)

≈ P (im ∈ R) ·
∑

MB∈S,MMB=M

N(im=MMB)

∑
m∈R

∑
MB∈S,MMB=m

N(im=MMB)

= κ · ∑
MB∈S,MMB=M

N(im = MMB),

(6)

where N(·) denotes the occurrence times of an event, and κ is

a constant parameter which is same for all modes in R. In our

algorithm, N(·) is obtained based on modes of all collocated

MBs and κ is not calculated because it dose not change the

checking order of all inter-modes, as discussed later. More-

over, considering mode M /∈ R has a very small probability

to be the best, as shown in Table 2, we set

P (im = M |M /∈ R) ≈ 0. (7)

2.3. Overall Algorithm

After getting the probabilities to be the best for each mode

in R, we could sort them with descending order of proba-

bilities and add the other inter-modes after them, to form an

optimal inter-mode list. Because the list has a descending

order of probability to be the best, mode decision could be

early terminated when a larger RD cost is obtained, that is,

Ccurr > Cmin, where Ccurr and Cmin denote the RD cost of

the current mode and the minimum RD cost obtained so far.

The overall algorithm is summarized as follows:

Step 1. If the slice type is I slice, go to Step 6, else go to Step

2.

Step 2. Sort all the inter-modes in R with their probabili-

ties to be the best with Eq. (6) and add other in-

ter modes not in R in the order of SKIP/DIRECT,

INTER16×16, INTER16×8, INTER8×16 and P8×8,

to construct an optimal inter-mode list. Go to Step 3.

Step 3. Start to check the current mode in order in the optimal

inter-mode list. If it is P8×8, go to Step 4, else check

this mode and go to Step 5.

Step 4. Check sub inter-modes. If P8×8 is not in R, or

the first mode in the optimal inter-mode list is

SKIP/DIRECT or INTER16×16, only DIRECT8×8

and INTER8×8 would be checked for all sub-

blocks; else if the first mode is INTER16×8, only

DIRECT8×8, INTER8×8 and INTER8×4 are to be

checked; else if the first mode is INTER8×16, only

DIRECT8×8, INTER8×8 and INTER4×8 are to be

checked; else all sub-modes need to be checked. Go

to Step 5.

Step 5. If Ccurr > Cmin or all inter-modes have been

checked, go to Step 6, else go to Step 3 for the

next inter-mode.

Step 6. Check the intra-modes and decide the best mode. Go

to Step 1 to process the next MB.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To examine the encoding performance, the proposed algo-

rithm is implemented to the H.264/AVC reference software

JM15.0 [2]. Due to the space limit, the results of three QCIF

video sequences (“Foreman”, ‘Mobile” , “Mother” ), three

CIF video sequences (“Coastguard”, “Football”, “Silent”),

three SD sequences (“Mobcal”, “Shields”, “Stockholm”)

and two HD sequences (“Bluesky”, “Riverbed”) are pre-

sented with two GOP structures (IPPP and IBBP) and five

quantization parameters (Qp=24, 28, 32, 36 and 40). Three

criteria are used to evaluate the encoding performance, that

is, ATS (%) for average time saving, BDPSNR (dB) [7] for

Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio decrease, and BDBR (%) [7] for

bitrate increase.

Traditionally, the RD performances are not explicitly

considered jointly with the computation-saving performance,

which may result in unfair comparison if a candidate algo-

rithm achieves more significant time saving but with worse

video quality degradation. To address this issue, ATS in this

work is defined as: 1) Let the total encoding time be T and

the average of RD costs of all MBs encoded be C; 2) Similar

to the definition of BDPSNR [7], an interpolated curve could

be generated between 10log10T and 10log10C, as shown in

Fig 1; 3) Find the average time difference TD in dB between

the logarithmic curves of the original encoder and the test

algorithm over the whole range of C; 4) Then ATS could be

derived as

ATS = (1 − 10TD/10) × 100%. (8)
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Fig. 1. An example of logarithmic T-C curve.
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Table 3. Comparative results.

Sequences STMP [6] Proposed
ATS BP BB ATS BP BB

Foreman 43.74 -0.309 6.41 61.75 -0.159 3.32

Mobile 45.02 -0.251 4.61 59.26 -0.126 2.28

Mother 50.54 -0.390 8.08 65.13 -0.060 1.26

Coastguard 51.84 -0.227 5.93 61.31 -0.067 1.75

Football 38.47 -0.197 4.07 54.40 -0.105 2.14

Silent 56.65 -0.228 5.31 62.37 -0.086 2.02

Mobcal 66.35 -0.159 4.46 68.42 -0.018 0.48

Shields 63.26 -0.297 8.64 69.00 -0.019 0.54

Stockholm 66.06 -0.206 7.89 68.62 -0.018 0.69

BlueSky 53.02 -0.527 10.26 67.88 -0.033 0.68

Riverbed 37.19 -0.051 1.25 50.33 -0.023 0.57

IPPP 50.51 -0.196 4.61 56.32 -0.051 1.11

IBBP 53.52 -0.320 7.55 68.86 -0.079 1.75

Average 52.01 -0.258 6.08 62.59 -0.065 1.43

For comparison, the FMD algorithm STMP [6] is imple-

mented. The simulation environments are summarized as fol-

lows: 1) The experiments are performed on a PC of 3.16 GHz

CPU and 3.25 GB Memory, with Windows XP operating sys-

tem; 2) High profile is enabled and RDO is low complexity

mode; 3) 300 frames are coded for QCIF/CIF sequences and

100 frames are coded for SD/HD sequences, especially, 260

frames are coded for “Football” due to the actual number of

frames available; 4) The intra period is 10 and the IDR pe-

riod is 0; 5) The number of reference frames is 5; 6) MV

search range is ±32 pixels for QCIF/CIF sequences and ±64
for SD/HD sequences, MV resolution is 1/4 pixel, and the

search mode is UMHexagonS; 7) Hadamard transform is en-

abled for mode decision and sub-pixel ME; 8) The symbol

mode is CABAC; 9) The other parameters are set as defaults

of the reference software.

The average encoding performance of the two algorithms

are listed in Table 3, where “BP” and “BB” denote BDPSNR

and BDBR, respectively. Several conclusions can be drawn

from the comparative results. Firstly, the proposed algorithm

achieves obviously better performance in time saving than the

compared algorithm. On average, the time saving of the pro-

posed algorithm could gain 10% more than the STMP algo-

rithm [6]. Secondly, the proposed algorithm could achieve

robust time saving for sequences of different motion or tex-

ture features, while the compared algorithm could achieve

only less than 50% time saving for complex texture or fast

motion QCIF/CIF sequences, such as “Mobile” and “Foot-

ball”. Thirdly, the proposed scheme could always get better

PSNR and bitrate performances than the compared algorithm,

which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed proba-

bility model. Especially, for SD sequences, both of the two

algorithms could reduce the computational complexity sig-

nificantly, but the proposed algorithm could keep the PSNR

and bitrate more or less the same as the original encoder,

and meanwhile achieving about 70% time saving; for HD se-

quences, the proposed algorithm also gets robust performance

in both time saving and video performance while the com-

pared algorithm only achieves less time saving or larger bi-

trate increase.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an efficient algorithm based on mode prediction

is proposed for H.264/AVC fast mode decision. Firstly, with

the encoding modes of neighboring MBs, an optimal inter-

mode list is initialized. Secondly, RD cost-based early ter-

mination is employed in the mode decision process to skip

unnecessary modes. To evaluate the proposed algorithm, the

H.264/AVC reference software JM15.0 [2] is employed and

the recent work [6] is implemented for comparison. Experi-

mental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm could

achieve significantly better time saving than the compared al-

gorithm while the RD performance is almost the same as the

original H.264/AVC encoder.
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